P A R A | 06 | 07 | OPENING 14 NOVEMBER 2008 FROM 6:30 PM

The RMIT Architecture Program is regarded as one of the world’s leading undergraduate schools. This event brings together the finest examples of student Major Projects from 2006 and 2007. The Major Project is the final design project undertaken in the Bachelor of Architecture Degree and represents the culmination of students’ design explorations through the course. The exhibition has been designed by a graduate team along with Christine Phillips, lecturer in the RMIT Architecture Program. It will also launch the Major Project book, PARA: a 200 page full colour collection of individual projects, supervisor texts and contributed essays. This book was produced by a graduate team and edited by Leanne Zilka, lecturer in the RMIT Architecture Program.

FRIDAY 14TH - 21ST NOVEMBER 2008 OPENING HOURS: MONDAY TO FRIDAY 12 PM TO 6PM BLDG 45 STUDIOS LYgon STREET